
JOE’S SEPTEMBER MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, September 6
All the Way (NR) Drama -- Bryan Cranston, Frank Langella
Biopic about US President Lyndon Johnson who took office in the chaotic 
aftermath of JFK’s assassination.
Already Tomorrow in Hong Kong (NR) Romance/Comedy
A Chinese American toy designer from L.A. visits Hong Kong for the first time on 
business and falls in love with an American expat.
August Winds (NR) Foreign/Drama (Brazil)
A young woman cares for her ailing grandmother in a coastal town while falling in 
love with a young villager.
Bigger Splash (R) Crime/Drama -- Ralph Fiennes, Tilda Swinton
The vacation of a famous rock star and a filmmaker in Italy is disrupted by the 
unexpected visit of an old friend and his daughter.
Bodyguard (NR) Martial Arts (China)
A retired body guard with early dementia must call upon his long forgotten skills 
to save a young girl.
Casa Grande (NR) Foreign/Drama (Brazil)
A teenage Rio boy struggles to escape his overprotective parents as they covertly 
spiral into bankruptcy.
Compadres (R) Action -- Omar Chaparro, Joey Morgan
A former cop seeks revenge on the crime lord who framed him, and teams up 
with a young hacker who stole $10 million from the man.
Congressman (R) Comedy -- Treat Williams, Elizabeth Marvel
A disillusioned congressman regains his lost idealism after meeting a group of 
lobstermen fighting to save their way of life on a remote island.
Darkness (PG13) Horror -- Kevin Bacon
As a family returns home from a Grand Canyon vacation, they bring home a 
supernatural force that preys off their fears and vulnerabilities.
Dead Room (NR) Horror
Two cynical scientists and a young psychic are sent to investigate claims of a 
haunting at a New Zealand farmhouse.
Equals (PG13) Sci-Fi -- Nicholas Hoult, Kristen Stewart
In an emotionless utopia, two people fall in love when they regain their feelings 
from a mysterious disease.
Errands of Angels (PG) Family/Drama
A wide-eyed sister missionary arrives in Austria to begin her 18-month-long 
mission for the Mormon church.
Fishes ‘n Loaves: Heaven Sent (NR) Family/Comedy -- Bruce Davison
A California preacher is dispatched to a church in Eulala, Arizona, a land of 
rodeos, square dances, love-struck goats, and amateur musicals.
From Afar (NR) Foreign/Drama (Venezuela)
A lonely man who pays young men for their company meets a 17-year-old 
Caracas gang leader, changing both of their lives forever.
Genius (PG13) Drama -- Colin Firth, Nicole Kidman
A stirring drama about the complex relationship between book editor Maxwell 
Perkins and Thomas Wolfe.
Hard Target 2 (NR) Action/Martial Arts -- Scott Adkins
A retired mixed martial artist accepts a million dollar purse for one final bout in 
Myanmar, but learns he’s actually the target of a human hunt.
Honey 3: Dare to Dance (PG13) Family/Musical
While attending college in Cape Town, a young dancer rents a failing theater in 
order to put on a Hip-Hop Romeo and Juliet performance.
The Iron Giant (PG) Animated
A young boy rescues a huge robot which has rocketed to earth from space, and 
tries to protect the genial giant from the military. 

Lamb (NR) Foreign/Drama (Ethiopia)
When an Ethiopian boy moves in with relatives he takes his pet sheep with him but 
the upcoming holidays spell danger for his beloved friend.
Love & Friendship (PG) Romance/Drama -- Kate Beckinsale, Chloe Sevigny
From Jane Austen’s book, Lady Susan takes up temporary residence at her in-laws’ 
estate and takes on the role of matchmaker for her daughter.
Meddler (PG13) Comedy -- Susan Sarandon, Rose Byrne
An aging widow from New York City follows her daughter to Los Angeles in hopes 
of starting a new life after her husband passes away.
Money Monster (R) Drama/Suspense -- George Clooney, Julia Roberts
A financial TV host and his producer are put in an extreme situation when an irate 
investor takes over their studio.
Neighbor (NR) Crime/Thriller
John comes home to find his girlfriend missing, and finds her and several other 
kidnapped people tied up in his neighbor’s basement. 
Neon Bull (NR) Foreign/Drama (Brazil)
A Brazilian rodeo worker has dreams beyond the bullpen and his makeshift family 
in this visually stunning drama.
Night of the Living Deb (NR) Horror/Comedy
After a drunken one-night stand, hottie Ryan and awkward Deb wake up to a full 
scale zombie apocalypse.
Nina (NR) Drama -- Zoe Zaldana, David Oyelowo
Biopic of the legendary Nina Simone, whose career was riddled with depressions, 
alcohol abuse and isolation.
Now You See Me 2 (PG13) Suspense -- Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ruffalo
One year after outwitting the FBI and winning the public’s admiration, the illusionists 
resurface for a comeback performance.
The Ones Below (R) Thriller
A couple expecting their first child find themselves at odds with the couple living in 
the flat below them, who are also having a baby.
Tale of Tales (R) Drama/Fantasy -- Salma Hayek, Vincent Cassel
Fantastical stories about a bitter queen, two mysterious sisters and a king obsessed 
with a giant flea. Inspired by the fairytales by Giambattista Basile.
Therapy for a Vampire (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Austria)
Sigmund Freud’s newest patient is a vampire fed up with his undying relationship 
with his wife.

Tuesday, September 13
Automatic Hate (NR) Drama
When Davis Green’s alluring young cousin shows up on his doorstep, he discovers 
a side of his family that had been kept secret his entire life.
Captain America: Civil War (PG13) Superheroes -- Chris Evans, Robert Downey Jr.
Political interference in the Avengers’ activities causes a rift between former allies 
Captain America and Iron Man.
Conjuring 2 (R) Horror
Lorraine and Ed Warren travel to north London to help a single mother raising four 
children alone in a house plagued by a malicious spirit.
Dark Exorcism (NR) Horror
A skeptical grad student and a renowned paranormal specialist investigate a 
potentially haunted home and the troubled woman inside.
Fishing Naked (NR) Comedy
Four young adult pranksters get in over their heads and hatch a half-baked plot to 
redeem themselves before things go too far.
The Fits (NR) Drama
An 11-year-old a tomboy tries to join a join a tight-knit dance team in Cincinnati’s 
West End.
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A House is Not a Home (NR) Horror
A couple move their family into a dream home to save their troubled marriage, 
where things take a supernatural, sinister turn.
King Jack (NR) Drama
Trapped in a feud with an older bully and facing summer school, the last thing 
Jack needs is to take care of his runty younger cousin.
Marauders (R) Action -- Christopher Meloni, Bruce Willis
FBI agents investigating a brutal bank heist--where all evidence points to the bank 
owner and his customers--uncover a much larger conspiracy at play.
Masterpiece: Churchill’s Secret (NR) Drama – Michael Gambon
Churchill’s inner circle conspire to hide his life-threatening stroke during his 
second stint as England’s Prime Minister in 1953.
The Measure of a Man (NR) Foreign/Drama (NR)
An unemployed, middle-aged factory worker tries to make ends meet in working-
class France after he loses his job.
No Se Cortarme Les Venas O Dejarmelas Largas (I Don’t Know Whether 
to Slit My Wrists or Leave Them Long) (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Mexico)
Two couples living in the same building find their relationships and lives upended 
with the arrival of a new tenant, ex-soccer player Felix.
Popstar: Never Stop Never Stopping (R) Comedy/Music
Go behind the scenes as singer/rapper Conner4Real faces a crisis of popularity 
after his sophomore album flops.
Secreto De Confesión (NR) Foreign/Thriller (Venezuela)
A homicide detective traumatized by the death of his father has to investigate a 
series of strange murders.
Standing Tall (R) Foreign/Drama (France) -- Catherine Deneuve
A juvenile judge and a special educator are convinced that they can save a young 
delinquent from himself and his violent ways.
Take Me to the River (NR) Suspense/Drama
A California teenager’s plan to come out at his Nebraska family reunion gets 
derailed when he becomes the unwitting suspect of abuse.

Tuesday, September 20
Buddymoon (NR) Comedy
When a former child actor is dumped by his fiancé days before the wedding, his 
excitable best man takes him on the honeymoon instead.
Free State of Jones (R) Action/Drama -- Matthew McConaughey
A disillusioned Confederate army deserter returns to Mississippi and leads an 
uprising against the corrupt local Confederate government.
Interrogation (R) Action/Suspense
After the FBI receives a major bomb threat, two specialists are plunged into a 
deadly game of cat-and-mouse with a criminal mastermind.
Neighbors 2: Sorority Rising (R) Comedy -- Seth Rogen, Rose Byrne
Mac and Kelly’s new next-door neighbors turn out to be a sorority even more 
debaucherous than the fraternity previously living there.
Pele: Birth of a Legend (PG) Sports/Drama
The miraculous story of the legendary soccer player’s rise to glory who scored the 
winning goal in Brazil’s first ever World Cup victory in 1958.
Rodeo & Juliet (NR) Romance/Family
Juliet is forced to return to her mom’s family ranch after the death of her 
grandfather where she meets a horse destined to change her life forever.
Wedding Doll (NR) Foreign/Drama (Israel) 
A young woman with mild developmental disabilities develops a relationship with 
the son of the owner of the factory where she works.

Tuesday, September 27
All Hallows Eve: October 30 (NR) Horror
20 years after a tyrannical maniac terrorized his family near Pearl Lake on October 
30th 1988, the so-called events of “missing people” begin again. 
Asockalypse (NR) Sci-Fi/Comedy
A group of stoners living in Brooklyn must save the world from sock stealing 
aliens.
Beyond Valkyrie: Dawn of the Fourth Reich (R) War/Action
Near the end of World War II, American and British Special Forces must extract a 
resistance fighter behind Nazi lines.
Cell (R) Horror/Suspense -- John Cusack, Samuel L Jackson
When a strange signal pulsates through all cell phone networks worldwide, it starts 
a murderous epidemic of devastating proportions.
Central Intelligence (PG13) Action/Comedy -- Kevin Hart, Dwayne Johnson
A mild-mannered accountant is lured into the world of international espionage by a 
long-estranged friend from high school.
Chasing the Devil (NR) Horror
A man doesn’t believe his sister died from suicide and teams up with a team of 
paranormal investigators to delve into her mysterious death.
Delicious (NR) Romance/Comedy
A passionate chef resorts to extreme measures to get an obsessive dieter to eat 
good food.
Edge of Winter (R) Thriller
Two brothers are stranded by a brutal winter storm with an unpredictable father 
they barely know, and he may be their biggest threat.

Finding Altamira (NR) Adventure -- Antonio Banderas
Life and events of the man who accidentally discovered the famed Paleolithic 
paintings inside Altamira’s caves.
A Girl Like Grace (NR) Drama
Raised by a single mother, a bullied 17-year-old girl seeks guidance from her best 
friend and the girl’s older sister.
Hunt for the Wilderpeople (NR) Adventure/Comedy
A national manhunt is ordered for a rebellious kid and his foster uncle who go 
missing in the wild New Zealand bush.
Mike & Dave Need Wedding Dates (R) Comedy – Zac Efron, Adam Devine 
Two hard-partying brothers place an online ad to find the perfect dates for their 
sister’s Hawaiian wedding.
Neon Demon (R) Horror/Thriller -- Elle Fanning, Christina Hendricks
When an aspiring model moves to L.A., her youth and vitality are devoured by a 
group of obsessed women who will do anything to get what she has.
People You May Know (NR) Studio Q/Drama
Four close friends in their 30s find their relationships at odds when one gets 
pregnant from her ex, who happens to be gay.
The President (NR) Foreign/Drama (Georgia)
A brutal dictator comes face to face with the injustices committed by his regime 
when his country is taken over by revolutionists.
Remembrance (NR) Foreign/Drama (Germany)
A woman who escaped from a German concentration camp with her Polish 
boyfriend learns he is alive 30 years after they were separated.
Restoration (NR) Horror
While renovating their new home, a couple release the ghost of a tortured little girl 
when they find a diary hidden inside a wall.
Shallows (PG13) Suspense -- Blake Lively
A mere 200 yards from shore, a surfer is attacked by a great white shark, with her 
short journey to safety becoming the ultimate contest of wills.
Transpecos (NR) Suspense
Three border patrol agents working a remote desert checkpoint uncover an 
insidious plot within their own ranks that could cost them their lives.
Warcraft (PG13) Adventure/Fantasy
The peaceful realm of Azeroth stands on the brink of war as its civilization faces a 
fearsome race of invaders.
Who Gets the Dog? (PG) Comedy -- Alicia Silverstone, Ryan Kwanten
A couple going through a difficult divorce squabble over which one of them will get 
custody of their beloved dog.
You and I (NR) Foreign/Drama (Germany)
Two friends on a summer road trip in Germany pick up a hitchhiker, throwing their 
long term friendship into chaos.

New Documentaries
What Happened Miss Simone (NR) -- 9/2
The Brainwashing of My Dad (NR) -- 9/6
The Hunt (BBC Earth) (NR) -- 9/6
Plantpure Nation (NR) -- 9/6
The Royal Road (NR) -- 9/6
Tab Hunter Confidential (NR) -- 9/6
All Things Must Pass: The Rise and Fall of Tower Records (NR) -- 9/13
Justin Bieber: From Boy to a Man (NR) -- 9/13
Big Voice (NR) -- 9/20
Colliding Dreams (NR) -- 9/20
Defying the Nazis: The Sharps’ War (NR) -- 9/20
Frontline: Policing the Police (NR) -- 9/20
They Will Have to Kill Us First (NR) -- 9/20
Under the Sun (NR) -- 9/20
Barbarians Rising (Miniseries) (NR) -- 9/27
City of Gold (R) -- 9/27
How to Dance in Ohio (NR) -- 9/27
Seventh Fire (NR) -- 9/27

New TV on DVD
Flash: Season 2 (NR) -- 9/6
Limitless: Season 1 (NR) -- 9/6
People Vs OJ Simpson (Miniseries) (NR) -- 9/6
The Big Bang Theory: Season 9 (NR) -- 9/13
Dr Blake Mysteries: Season 2 (NR) -- 9/13
Longmire: Season 4 (NR) -- 9/13
Quantico: Season 1 (NR) -- 9/13
The Good Wife: Final Season (NR) -- 9/20
Midsomer Murders: Season 18 (NR) -- 9/20
Modern Family: Season 7 (NR) -- 9/20
The Catch: Season 1 (NR) -- 9/27
Grimm: Season 5 (NR) -- 9/27
Indian Summers: Season 2 (NR) -- 9/27


